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1.1 

D - CONTINUAT(ON SHEET 

.Norma lizat;i?n Raai.~- ;he ~'ch~ice of normalization radix permits 
tiadeoff ofexponent-tafige against mantissa precision. The 
truncation/rounding error for t.he mantissa is considered 
to b~ 1 digit of the normalization radix. Thus the error 
for binary normalization is 1 bit7 in octal, 3 bity: in hex, 
4 bits.. The exponent indicates powers of the normalization 
radix, so the range in powers of~ t:en is tripled for octal 
normalization and quadrupled for hex normalization with respect 
to what they are for any given length exponen~ field with 
binary normalization. 

quadruples the exponent range - and only 2 bits (not 3 as in 
hex normalization) are lost from the mantissa precision. The 
principal advantage in hex normalization is that it pe.rmits· 
delimiting the" mantissa - exponent field on a byte boundary_ 
For the 11, this would permit the exponent byte to be 
separately manipulated from the mantissa.. This is useful 
primarily in scaling/fixing, floating, and I/O conversion .. 
The disadvantages in hex normalization are that: 

1. It is hard to ernmulate in software (normalization 
in particuiar is messy)_ 

2. Precision is lost more rapidly than range is 
enhanced. 

Emulation of Hex Normaliza·tion - 1\ number is hex norma lized if 
-;-f the-"most significant ""four bits of the fraction is different 
from the sign bit (but - %.5 is represented as l.llll% ... ¢). 
A sample hex normalization routine might be as follows: 
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normalization complete 
MORE1a.i·) 

·TST R2 

\. . ".' "': -, '~" .• }"-.:~", 
BEQ DONE 

HORE16: , ASL RIO :shift 4 places, try next digi 
ROL Rl 
(\ S r) R.0 
ROll Rl 
ASL R¢ 
ROL Rl 
ASL R% 
ROL Rl 
DEC R2 
BNE LOOP: 16 icheck loop connt 
Rfrs PC 

COM Rl 
RffS PC 

From the above exampl.e and the binary normalization example in the 
PDP-II Handbook we see that the ratio of hex ~ormalization time to 
binary normalization; time-for t:he 11 without Bl\E is roughly: 

r;.6/2 == 16 

".j 

vJ'he:r:e n is the nuro.ber of binary digits shifted. 

NUMBER 

DEC FORM NO 



§igned xs~~ce~s Code Exponents ~ The 
is 'that floating % can be represented with % exponent without 
causing loss of precision iri operations involving addition or 
subtraction of >6.. Thus I an array can be filledwithnormali.zed 
floating point ~IS by repeatedly executing an instruction 
of the form "CLR (R)+." Signed code allows exponent arithmetic 
in emulations to be done a littl.e more easily (In multiplication 
ahd division an additional ADD #N, EXP is required with excess 

. code t9 readjust ,the exponen,t) .. 

OEC FORM NO 
nR,~ 1f~a 



mantissa, binary normalization, 

Short Format FJoatins,.Poi.nt - The observable factors. ;in the 
market bearing on short format seem to be these: 

DEC fORM NO 

I. IBM's short format (5.7 digits precision) seems to be 
as of "very limited use in that class machine .. 

. Host users of FOCAL on the PDP-8 use the 3 work package 
(&.6 digits {nstead of the four word 1¢.2 digits). 

3~ Most of the small 16-bittersuse a 24 bit mantissa with 
:binary normalizat&on (6.6 digits, ~. 38 range). 
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SPECIFICATION 

;;.i,:l(:!· '.' ::f.thihkthis a·24-:Btt·jJirl~rY: .• nOl:malization .. 
' .. ~(6'~,.6/digits)· f:iu:ffiqif;ntjfor'some .. reasonab Ie 

.. d::iUa.tl<·et··segmet~,¥ •• : .. ~ •.. :'j1l1:Ls:;is •. · .•.. ·a·.··;·.~ .• · .•...... 16-b..4-.t ..• wor9' ... representa.tion· .and 
:fL< ... ;':;; .··,effectivel¥inRf~<i~~s .. ~t:he.y~riable ...... 'stora~e.fro •..... ~ .... pro,gram .. li](e 

:F;Oc;AL. O.:1::,..:f;3A;§~C1:;'.·f()%J,o"ei:t?a t . with. ·at'3",~r<;l',,;repr~,sentatic)n •. 
" "'''''~i'', ,~·::·~'~r:\':·"·'·">:· , I oV ";:;·"'?u' " ,", ~. , 

,;: .1 " ,~ ~ .. ,!_ -: ,~~ ',',1; ',' > k~(:.'"·_~: _~' ", 

.... ,,:'; .... : .. ,." :;7?~:*t";·seem~·.:1:o}·rne .• ~hat.····we:will···get.· beat· on' in.··'.both···.th~.··.··large 
ly-ashineand,smallmachine sectors of the 11's market by 
i1ot. having both al;short 1 low precision, limited and 
along/high pretpision, extended range format. 

.. -
Further, dhoosing~brmats~hat are m~ltiples~f'a may 

advantage ~n a 32 bit processor implementation ?f the 11. 

With these points in mind, it seems that a short format with 8 
bits of exponent, 24 bits of man!=issa, and binary normalization 
will be desireable (6.6 ~igits, + 38 range). 

Note, however, that as shown in DN-ll.0'J2 29 bits mantissa, 
plus sign (8.4 digits) is just as easy to emmulateas 24 bits 
On a 16 bit machine withEAE. Also if the short and lonq 
i:ormats are of differe:n"t formdts I l.nstructions wlll have to 

be provided to convert between them: 

10 

mantissa bits 6-31 I 10 . 

· ... ·~aritissa bits 34-4~ 
. 

~.~ l ~ mantissa bits 48-52f 
... , 

Mantissa l 
bits [6~5 i 

i·· 
. exponent ( hi 

15 10 9 

I· 
1 s\ 
15 

.-

mantissalbits .0'-15 

8 7 ¢ 

(word order is as discussed in DN-ll[62) 

3.2 48 Bit Format - If we can compete in the larger machine market 
withou~ 15 digit precision and + 15.0' exponent range, a single 
48 bit format may ~uffice for all £loating point operations. 

PEC FORM NO 



SPECIFICA liON 

digits seems to me awfully 
small when compared with 15 of the competition (7.B was after 
all a handicap to the 1,0') and theawkardnessof 1,0' bit 
'9'xponentsdoesn I t seem to me worth the extended, range that is ...... 1 
almost that of.'.~. . .~ ... gJ\T_en that we need not compete point for 
point with the 64 bit format machines. 

Conclusions: 

Hex normalization does not appear,to offer any important 
c()VCtI.-:tti19i:-:P,' t'j''lAr hinary (1,1 n Ip8~ .ili,CiS :,'::-1 (ji3l.i:'1G ~~)~)f~~i,·'a+:i·nns 

are "fixing"and IIfloating U
). The decision on whether we can 

or need to compete with SYSTEMS 86, SIGMA 7 et al with a 48 
bit format will need to be made by marketing. If we require 
greater precisiC?n and range tC?,comp€;te, then 'we should, u~e 
the 1,0' bit exponent, 54 bit mantissa format. If we choose 
a 64-bitformat, we will need a short format aswellt 48 
bits, however, seems awfullyc16se to 64 so 1" would recommenif 
an B-bit exponent, 24-bit mantiss~ as the short format. 
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DEC FORM NO 


